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Overview and Challenges
OVERVIEW
The team executed on a threemonth integrated
communications campaign to
raise awareness of the open
enrollment period on
Washington Healthplanfinder.

CHALLENGES
• Health insurance premiums up
~13% on Washington
Healthplanfinder
• Shortened open enrollment
window
• Adverse court rulings
• Removal of the individual
mandate provision in the
Affordable Care Act
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Campaign Execution
RESEARCH & FOCUS GROUPS

AUDIENCE PERSONAS

MESSAGE MAPPING

• Reviewed reports and
analyzed media
consumption tools (e.g.,
MRI)

• Three distinct segments
were established as
customers needing the
most convincing to enroll:

• Campaign ”message map”
informed what we were
saying to which distinct
segment

• Conducted focus groups
to uncover consumer
behaviors, tendencies,
and preferred
communications channels

 Erica: unmarried men
and women between the
ages of 25-34

• Call-to-action messaging
broken into awareness,
research, and enrollment
phases

• Research and focus
groups informed
messaging and further
defined audience
personas

 Marco: mixed households
with QHP and WAH
qualifying individuals
 Grace: recently retired
men and women
between the ages of 5064

• Messaging took into
account shortened
enrollment windows and
enrollment deadlines
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Campaign Key Performance Indicators
AWARENESS
• Video views
• Website traffic
• Sponsored event
attendees & social
media impressions
• Media placements,
impressions

RESEARCH
• Internal page views
• App installations
• Reach of articles by
influencers
• Earned hits
• Click through rate
(CTR)

ENROLLMENT
• Plan selection
• Enrollment
confirmation page
• Retained enrollees by
target geography
• New enrollees
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Campaign Snapshots
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Campaign Snapshots
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Persona Highlights
ERICA

MARCO

• Responded to tailored
content that was
applicable to her life

• Responded the best
out of all personas to
the Trip creative –
beating the overall
CTR at 0.77%

• She engaged the best
with imagery that was
clearly branded
• Ended campaign
optimizing fully
toward general
messaging in social
and cross device

• When compared to
benchmarks, the best
performing channel
was mobile

GRACE
• Top performing
persona for CTR on
social and cross device
• General messaging
resonated the best
• She was the easiest
persona to engage
across digital channels
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Insights and Opportunities
INSIGHT
• Creative – clearly branded
messaging performed the best
across all audiences
• Channel strategy – across
channels, mobile consistently
performed the best with
audiences when compared to
its benchmark
• Events – community events
were the right channel for
getting the word out about
open enrollment

OPPORTUNITY
• Capitalize on creative
performance metrics with
brand creative direction
support and development
across all personas
• Leverage mobile tactic for
entirety of campaign to engage
audiences from awareness to
enrollment phase
• Expand event sponsorships to
ones with a larger audience
(e.g., Husky football games)
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Insights and Opportunities
INSIGHT
• Paid media – optimizations and
analytics could have been more
efficient by implementation of
pixels on site
• Earned media – broadcast media
and native content placements
proved to be the most beneficial
• Timeline – audiences were engaged
with content in the awareness
phase and wanted to learn more

OPPORTUNITY
• Work with team in off-season
to see if pixel implementation is
possible for OE7
• Reprioritize earned pitching
and shift concepts to Medium,
WAHBE blog, and native paid
content
• Consider an education phase to
target audiences with broader
financial management advice
that incorporates healthcare
planning and budgeting
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